No matter their background, girls have the power to transform themselves, their communities, and the world around them – they just need the training and tools to learn how!

Every day, girls from Bangkok to Boston join Girl Up Clubs because they want to create safer, more inclusive spaces where girls can learn and thrive. At Girl Up, we’re providing these passionate young activists with the leadership training, tools, and mentorship to become gender equality advocates for themselves and their peers.

Girl Up Club members are part of a growing global movement of young people learning and applying leadership skills to change the world.

Through Girl Up programming, youth leaders broaden their social impact skill set, benefit from a global platform and network, and apply learned advocacy skills to create meaningful impact in their communities.

Through our trainings, girls inform real policy change at the local, national, and global levels; help raise millions of dollars to support United Nations programs supporting girls around the world; and build community-based movements for equity.

Girl Up was founded by the United Nations Foundation in 2010 and works with a global community of partners to achieve gender equality worldwide.

When Girls Rise, We All Rise.

INVEST IN YOUTH LEADERS WHO ARE CHANGING THE WORLD

No matter their background, girls have the power to transform themselves, their communities, and the world around them – they just need the training and tools to learn how!

Every day, girls from Bangkok to Boston join Girl Up Clubs because they want to create safer, more inclusive spaces where girls can learn and thrive. At Girl Up, we’re providing these passionate young activists with the leadership training, tools, and mentorship to become gender equality advocates for themselves and their peers.

Girl Up was founded by the United Nations Foundation in 2010 and works with a global community of partners to achieve gender equality worldwide.

Donate Now:
www.girlup.org/support

Our Core Values

We commit to supporting our Young Leaders in their Passionate Action for social change and seek feedback from our Global Community to ensure Accountability in maintaining our values.

Youth-Centered | Passionate Action | Global Community | Accountability
YOUR GIFT TO GIRL UP PROVIDES A GIRL:

- The opportunity to be a part of a **global community** of youth activists working collaboratively to **advance gender equality**.
- The skills to organize, mobilize her peers and **build a movement** for gender equality in her home community – and beyond!
- A global platform to **stand up and speak out** for the rights of girls everywhere in support of a more equitable world.
- The ability to **change policies** that impact girls at local, national, and global levels.
- Access to a pipeline of support and mentorship from women leaders who are experts in their fields, including Girl Up alumni!
- Access to a unique online community where Girl Up Club members **around the world can connect** and share their stories and advocacy, strengthening our movement with their commitment, innovations, and diversity.
- The opportunity to activate and **raise funds to support United Nations programs** that impact tens of thousands of girls around the world, providing access to education, health information, and safety from gender-based violence.
- Invitations to attend in-person and virtual leadership trainings, boot camps, and days of action, focusing on equality in sports, STEM for Social Good, advocacy, storytelling, and more!
- **The ability to lead TODAY**, rather than waiting to be the “next generation” of leaders.

---

GIRL UP
BY THE NUMBERS

**Leadership Development**

- **125,000** girls reached
- **5,000** Girl Up Clubs
- **50** U.S. states & **130** countries
- **35,000** active members in our virtual Club Community

Leadership resources in **6 LANGUAGES**

**Social Impact**

- **$10 MILLION RAISED** for UN programs for girls’ education, health, and safety and over 85,000 youth impacted
- **1,750 BICYCLES DISTRIBUTED** to girls in Malawi and Guatemala through Girl Up’s work with our UN partners
- **500,000+** advocacy actions taken

**Two education bills signed into law in the U.S.**

- Two menstrual equity bills signed into law in Brazil

**Hundreds**

- of awareness campaigns on social media, garnering hundreds of millions of impressions and worldwide reach

**Countless**

- local girl-led movements for gender equality and other social issues utilizing Girl Up’s leadership development and training
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